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This tool should be used in order to clean up an infection. It is suggested to follow instructions found in the readme.txt and/or the help.txt. Memory Revealing.A.Description: It reveals the username and hostname of the mIRC bot Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A.v2.0.1.0.History: Nov 11, 2007- v0.0.1.0 Created by JackStacey Functionality: - Detects mIRC bot (one process called
backdoor.irc.sticy.a) - Will reveal the username and hostname - Will detect malicious usernames that are from your "Settings - Settings - Windows - Security - Secure Desktop" and from your "Settings - Settings - Network - Network - Proxy" - Will identify two mIRC bots (one in system tray) - Will display the names of the mIRC bots in "Backup File" - Will write out the usernames of the
mIRC bots to a text file called "Backup file" - Will terminate the mIRC process when run - Will not require administrator rights *Please note that this tool/mechanism is mainly for those who purchased a license to mIRC back in the day. To those who do not own a license to mIRC, this tool should not be used. To those who have purchased a license to mIRC, but do not have a backup file,
then this tool should not be used. To those who have purchased a license to mIRC, but do not own their installation (hard drive), then this tool should be used. To those who have purchased a license to mIRC, but do not know how to use the backup file found in the install folder, then this tool should be used. FAQ: Q: Is it safe to remove this tool with out a backup? A: No it's not safe, if you

don't have a backup it's game over!!! Q: Can I use this tool to remove viruses and trojans? A: Yes you can use this to remove viruses and trojans. Q: What is the difference between this tool and others? A: This tool is the ONLY tool that will identify the user of this bot. Microsoft Remote Desktop Connection host How to use: Run the tool. In the left-hand area, highlight "Backup
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Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A is a backdoor and serves multiple purposes: ￭ The main feature is that it enables a remote shell access to the infected computer. ￭ It also allows for the creation of /proc and /dev filesystems to bypass system protection. ￭ It also works as a backdoor for the optional exploitation of its backdoor feature on the local computer. ￭ The additional features include the
installation of (under linux): ￭ A trojan for the remote administration of the infected computer. ￭ A trojan which stops antivirus programs from detecting it as a virus. ￭ A trojan which installs an additional server program. ￭ A trojan which deactivates windows firewall and antispyware. ￭ A trojan which installs a trojan for unknown purposes. ￭ A trojan which prevents the user from

seeing/deleting files in the infected computer. ￭ A trojan which prevents the user from seeing/deleting files in the infected computer. ￭ A trojan which removes the user from a specific group. ￭ A trojan which eliminates the directory of the user ￭ A trojan which removes the user from a certain date. ￭ A trojan which creates a file which contains IP-address of the infected computer. ￭ A
trojan which creates a file which contains IP-address of the infected computer. ￭ A trojan which creates a file which contains IP-address of the infected computer. ￭ A trojan which contains a md5 value of its own code. ￭ A trojan which contains a md5 value of its own code. ￭ A trojan which contains a md5 value of its own code. Note: The Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A trojan cannot be located

in the computer or network. Ayshell.dll Removal Tool Description: This malware represents a launcher for a command-line backdoor in the infected computer. It is the main executable of the Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A trojan. It is encoded with a custom algorithm, so any analysis tool is unable to detect it or locate it. After the infection, Ayshell.dll is located in the following path:
c:\WINDOWS\system32\ 09e8f5149f
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Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A is used to gain control of systems running Windows 2000 or XP. To begin removing Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A backdoored instances of mIRC: ￭ Stop processes running under the "taskmgr.exe" or "taskmgr" process identifiers. ￭ Run the removal tool ￭ Reboot windows Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool Removal Instructions: ￭ Stop processes running under the
"taskmgr.exe" or "taskmgr" process identifiers. ￭ Run the removal tool ￭ Reboot windows Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool Removal Notes: ￭ Because there are multiple Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A processes, you cannot use the "Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A" file to remove them all at once. Instead, follow the removal instructions for each Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A instance separately.
Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool Limitations: ￭ Only a limited number of Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A processes can be found. Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool Limitations: ￭ When the removal tool is run, a scan takes place in order to determine if some hidden processes are run under the "taskmgr.exe" or "taskmgr" process. This scan may take some time depending on the number of
processes in your system. Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool Download: * $60 Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool Download (Mac): * $60 * $60 FOR BETTER SUCCESS: Because there are multiple Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A processes, you cannot use the "Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A" file to remove them all at once. Instead, follow the removal instructions for each Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A
instance separately. * $60 * $60 TO REMOVE MIRC: Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal

What's New in the Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A Removal Tool?

Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.A is a backdoor implemented on MIRC which allows to control the IRC network from the command line. It also enables various features such as: * command injection * information gathering * stealth connect * port forwarding * network commands General notes: ￭ This tool works only on WIN95/98/2000/XP/Vista ￭ The more MIRC is configured, the more control
it provides ￭ The more MIRC is configured, the higher is the risk of getting blocked ￭ This backdoor has been detected on IRC networks worldwide ￭ If you find that your IRC server has been compromised, please report it to us ￭ This tool is not intended to cause damage to your system. Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.B Removal Tool Description: Backdoor.IRC.Sticy.B is a backdoor implemented
on MIRC which allows to control the IRC network from the command line. It also enables various features such as: * command injection * information gathering * stealth connect * port forwarding * network commands General notes: ￭ This tool works only on WIN95/98/2000/XP/Vista ￭ The more MIRC is configured, the more control it provides ￭ The more MIRC is configured, the
higher is the risk of getting blocked ￭ This backdoor has been detected on IRC networks worldwide ￭ If you find that your IRC server has been compromised, please report it to us ￭ This tool is not intended to cause damage to your system. Respect the laws! This software may be used for Crime Fighting only, and may be taken down at the request of the appropriate authority. You have
been warned.ASAP Rocky is a guy the internet loves. He gets a barrage of messages and social media likes every time a Drake or Future song is played on the radio. He went viral when he and his crew got roughed up outside a venue in Sweden back in 2017 and swiftly generated hundreds of thousands of views for his painful clip showing his intricate fighting skills. With a signature red
bandana wrapped around his neck, he’s become so famous, that when I found myself on the streets of Birmingham, Alabama with him, I expected to see people make double-takes at seeing the biggest rapper of the day. If I didn’t know
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System Requirements:

Microsoft Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, or 10) 1 GB RAM (2 GB or more recommended) DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card 1024 x 768 display resolution The disc image for use with the emulator should be no more than 1.4 GB in size. Please make sure the selected file is a supported emulator disc image. Click here to return to the Main Menu. There is a maximum of 6 players per
server. Each player is able to set their own latency, from 0.1ms
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